
Cloud & DevOps Engineer* Cape
Town

The development of individual software solutions is not only our work – it is our passion. We are

enthusiastic about tricky tasks, develop creative solutions and solve the challenges of our

customers from di�erent industries together. In an Accso team, you can contribute as you are and

constantly develop yourself further.  

We are looking for motivated, smart Cloud & DevOps talents! With us, you can provide the

impetus and shape the platform of tomorrow together with us! Because we can't do it



without people whose hearts beat completely for IT and cloud topics. If you are also

passionate about Cloud & DevOps, join our team in Cape Town!

What awaits you:

DevOps is much more than just a modern method for you? For you it is a mindset! You

accompany the conception, development and optimization of innovative software solutions,

ensure the quality of these solutions and take quality-enhancing measures

The modern technology mix is your home and "Infrastructure as Code", "Immutable-

Infrastructure" and "Cloud Computing" are your passion!

Golden images are out! When you set up cloud infrastructures, they are captured and

reusable with Infrastructure as Code in Cloudformation, CDK, Terraform, Helm, etc

You advise our customers on cloud infrastructures (e.g. Docker, Kubernetes, Prometheus,

Elasticsearch... ), design and are responsible for the software delivery processes at the

customer's site and ensure compliance with them

Monitor(ing) is more than just a display: If an environment is down, you'll be the �rst to

know. You take care of the con�gurations of the development and runtime environment

and monitor the customer's platforms (dev, acceptance, production)

Tired of typing or doing things multiple times? So are we! You automate the build of our

software and infrastructure via our CI/CD pipelines

You do not keep your knowledge behind the scenes. In fact, you actively contribute your

ideas to our cloud community and dev-ops community and promote the exchange with

cloud enthusiasts and deal with current trends and topics

P.S.: We are constantly developing you at Accso and o�er you the opportunity to take

certi�cations with the cloud providers! E.g. the Certi�ed Solutions Architect at AWS

What sets you apart:

Get involved, shape the cloud future together with us and grow beyond yourself! Inspire us

with your passion and motivation for cloud topics!

You're not an expert and don't have much cloud experience? No problem, the keyword is

learning by doing. We o�er you the opportunity to work with the cloud and are happy to

help you with retraining and training to become a cloud expert

You have a bachelor's or master's degree in computer science, are an IT specialist or have

successfully completed a comparable training program. You have a South Africian working

permission.

Your DNA: as a pioneer for new technologies and team player in agile projects, you bring

the platform experience in development and DevOps-based methods on at least one of the

major cloud platforms (AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform)



Ideally, you already have experience in Terraform, CloudFormation, CDK and containers and

experience with networks and common Linux operating systems

You have programming skills (e.g. Python, Shell, Go) and knowledge of common automation

tools

A self-dependent and structured way of working, as well as communication skills and the

ability to work in a team characterize you

What we offer:

Flexible working hours: We won't torture you out at 5am if you're not an early birdie! We

take your personal schedule and family commitments into consideration. You are also

welcome to use one of our part-time models!

12 training days per year, which you can use for training, acquring certi�cations, onferences

or our hackathons

Are you passionate about one or more speci�c technical topics? Then get involved in our in-

house, interest-based communities! Get involved in exciting projects that will help you, the

team and Accso as a whole to grow!

You are not a number in the system. We promise you that! You can expect fair treatment,

appreciation, �at hierarchies and open communication at eye level

Feel-good culture: fair treatment, appreciation, �at organisational structure and open

communication on equal terms

Discovery Medical Aid, business bike bene�ts and option of sabbaticals

Modern o�ces, excellent equipment, height-adjustable desks, creative spaces, and more.

Latest smartphone, laptop and anything else you need to work (also for private use).

Memorable and family-friendly events, such as summer parties, game nights, Christmas

parties and our own conference “AccsoCon”

It is not so important to us that you meet the job requirements 100%, but that you enrich

our team with your talents, your knowledge and your nature and that we grow together. If

you �nd yourself mostly in the job description and would like to start together with other

accsonauts, we look forward to receiving your application. 

Apply now

* For us, it’s your talent that does the talking. Gender, origin, beliefs, sexual orientation and

disability play no role in our selection process. 

Contact

https://accso.onlyfy.jobs/apply/7521zv07i95w1ukcmpshvudir0qnep4


Ann-Kathrin Tielmann

Talent Manager

Phone: +49 151 40230923

Email: apply@accso.de

mailto:bewerben@accso.de

